
WW80T4040CE/SA

• Hygiene Steam

• Quick Wash 15’

• Diamond Drum

• Colour: White

• Dimensions: 
(W) 600 mm 
(H) 850 mm 
(D) 550 mm

DIGITAL INVERTER 
TECHNOLOGY

HYGIENE STEAM DRUM CLEAN + STAY CLEAN DRAWER

Hygiene Steam
Give your clothes a really deep clean with steam. Powerful 
steam is released from the bottom of the drum, so every item
in the load is thoroughly saturated. This helps remove
engrained dirt and certain bacteria and inactive allergens.*

Digital Inverter Technology
Digital Inverter Technology gives you long-lasting, reliable 
performance, less noise, less vibration and less wear-and-
tear.** Best of all. The Digital Inverter even comes with a 20 
year warranty.

Stay Clean Drawer
The StayClean Drawer has a water flushing system which 
ensures more detergent is washed away. This leaves you with 
a cleaner soap tray and less unsightly soap residue.

*Based on third party testing conducted on Staphylococcus aureus and E coli, January 2018. *Generally, the level of reduction is 5dBA and 3dBA for washing and spinning cycle respectively. The data is based on 
ERP label, F500 8kg 1400rpm WF80F5E5P4W with a Digital Inverter Motor and Vistula 8kg 1400rpm WF1804WPC with a Universal Motor. *Provides a notification after every 40 cycles. 
**Generally, the level of reduction is 5dBA and 3dBA for washing and spinning cycle respectively. The data is based on ERP label, F500 8kg 1400rpm WF80F5E5P4W with a Digital Inverter Motor and Vistula 8kg 
1400rpm WF1804WPC with a Universal Motor.

Drum Clean +
Drum Clean + cleans inside your washer to reduce 
odour-causing bacteria from the drum without using harsh 
chemicals. A frictional force of powerful water jet and fast 
spinning also helps remove dirt from the rubber door gasket.
 It even notifies you when it needs cleaning.*

8.0kg Front loading Washer with Hygiene Steam (WW80T4040CE/SA)

8.0kg Front loading Washer with Hygiene Steam

On the Motor




